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INTERPLANETARY DOUBLE-SHOCK ENSEMBLES WITH 
ANOMALOUS ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY Murray Dryer 
Similarity theory is applied to the case of constant velocity, piston-driven, shock waves. ABSTRACT 
This family of solutions, incorporating the interplanetary magnetic field as developed by 
Lee and Chen for the case of infinite electric conductivity, represents one class of 
experimentally observed, flare-generated shock waves first described by Hundkausen et 
al. [1970] .  This paper discusses the theoretical extension to flows with finite 
conductivity (presumably caused by unspecified modes of wave-particle interactions). 
Solutions, including reverse shocks, are found for a wide range of magnetic Reynolds 
numbers from one to infinity. Consideration of a zero and nonzero ambient flowing solar 
wind (together with removal of magnetic considerations) enables the recovery of the 
earlier similarity solutions of Parker [ 19631 and Simon and Axford [ 19661 as well as the 
numerical simulations of Hundhausen and Gentry [ 19694 . For the magnetic case, it is 
shown that negligible joule heating occurs until the conductivity drops to more than 10 
orders of magnitude below the solar wind’s classical value of approximately 
lo4 (Q-rn)-’. It is shown that even substantial joule heating has a negligible effect on 
the gross features of the double-shock ensemble. A limited comparison with observations 
suggests that flare energetics can be reasonably estimated once the shock velocity, 
ambient solar wind velocity and density, and ambient azimuthal AlfvCn Mach number are 
known. 
INTRODUCTION 
Early speculations and theoretical studies of inter- 
planetary shock waves [Parker, 19631 were quickly 
confirmed by spacecraft observations (for several excel- 
lent reviews, see Hundhausen, 1970a, b).  It is now well 
known that AlfvCn waves as well as discontinuities on 
large 0 0.01 AU) and small (< 0.01 AU) scale lengths, 
respectively, exist in the solar wind [Burlaga, 1968, 
1971; Belcker et al., 19691. This paper is concerned 
with a theoretical study of shock waves and contact 
surfaces. Such ensembles were suggested [Carmichael, 
1962; Sonett and Colburn, 19651 to be responsible for 
sudden commencements, positive and negative magnetic 
impulses, and substorms. On the basis of simultaneous 
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solar wind and ground observations, Hirshberg et al. 
[1970a, b ]  suggest, that contact surfaces following a 
number of shock waves may be associated with sub- 
storms and may be identified by an enriched a-particle 
abundance presumably traceable back to the flare 
plasma itself. Since Sonett and Colburn’s suggestion that 
these two discontinuities should be followed by a 
rearward-facing (or reverse) shock wave, a number of 
theoretical and experimental studies have examined this 
ensemble. 
Sturrock and Spreiter [ 19651 considered the forward- 
reverse shock ensemble from a steady-state point of view 
without consideration of the magnetic field. By consid- 
ering Hugoniot conditions, they arrived at a class of 
allowable configurations for what might be called the 
“shock-tube’’ analogy in one-dimensional, ordinary gas- 
dynamics. This study was extended by Schubert and 
Cummings [ 1967, 19691 who included a transverse 
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magnetic field in an infinitely conducting plasma. In 
comparing their analysis with a potential experimental 
(Mariner 2) candidate for an ensemble [Neugebauer and 
Snyder, 19673, they showed that the peak in the proton 
density did lead the peak in the magnetic field strength 
as predicted by their shock jump calculations. Because 
of the time-invariant aspect, however, their study pre- 
cluded any temporal variation. This suggested identifi- 
cation must therefore be considered inconclusive. 
Time dependence was explicitly considered for the 
forward shock by Parker [ 19631, who employed 
similarity theory without consideration of the magnetic 
field or the kinetic energy of the undisturbed, ambient 
solar wind. A prominent feature of this spherically 
symmetric solution was the infinite value of density at 
the position of the contact discontinuity, or “piston.” 
Korobeinikov and Nikolayev [ 19701 have referred to a 
similar solution. Simon and Axford ( 1  9661 extended 
t h s  similarity solution to include the flow that extends 
from the “piston” back to the reverse shock. The 
transverse magnetic field was explicitly considered for an 
infinitely conducting fluid by Lee and Chen [ 19681 and 
extended by Dryer [I9701 and Eviatar and Dryer 
[1970] to the case of a fluid with finite conductivity. 
Significantly, these latter solutions also considered the 
explicit presence of the undisturbed solar wind through 
which the forward shock moves with arbitrary speed as 
described by Lee [1965]. Lee et al. [I9701 then 
proceeded to extend the infinitely conducting solution 
to the flow between the “piston” and the reverse shock. 
This paper reexamines the study performed earlier 
[Dryer, 19701 and extends the entire ensemble (com- 
prising the reverse shock, contact discontinuity, and 
forward shock) so that it includes the more physically 
realistic presence of finite conductivity. 
Related studies including consideration of the ambient 
solar wind but without the magnetic field were made by 
Hundhausen and Gentry [ 1969a, b]  . Their numerical 
simulation studies considered the superposition of arbi- 
trary disturbances (initiated at 0.10 AU) on a typical 
steady solar wind model. They concluded that a flare 
that continues to exert a constant momentum, hence a 
linear (with time) increase of energy, on the “piston” for 
longer than -5 hr would produce the double-shock 
ensemble, which would persist to earth’s orbit. Con- 
versely, they showed that rarefaction waves emanating 
from the flare extend to the propagating reverse shock 
and thereby weaken and eventually cause it to disappear 
when the flare ceases its activity prior to 5 hr. Thus, 
they further suggested that the ensemble would rarely be 
observed at 1 AU. 
Experimental observations of the double shock are 
inconclusive. Hundhausen et al. [ 19701, for example, 
report observations of a number of piston-driven shocks 
but make no identification of possible associated reverse 
shocks. One might conclude that the latter were dis- 
sipated prior to their arrival at 1 AU. It is known, 
however, that reverse shocks must exist. Burlaga [ 19701 
reports the first unambiguous indentification of a reverse 
shock on 18 September 1967 by using simultaneously 
measured plasma and field data from Explorer 34 
instruments. Identification of a piston, or contact 
discontinuity, and forward shock as part of a possible 
ensemble, however, was not attempted. ‘Hundhausen 
[ 1970bl has suggested that Lazarus et al. [ 19701 may 
have observed an ensemble on 1 1  August 1967; he also 
reports the possible identification of a reverse shock, 
using Vela 4B plasma data only, on 5 July 1967. It is of 
great interest to note that the first interplanetary shock 
ever observed [by Mariner 2; Sonett et al., 19641 on 7 
October 1962, as mentioned above, may have been part of 
ensemble as suggested by Schubert and Cummings [ 1967, 
19691. Also, the suggestion by Hirshberget al. [1970a, b ] 
that the contact discontinuity might be identified by the 
anomalous Heut/H+ abundance may prove useful. 
It is clear, then, that further study, both theoretical 
and experimental, is required to provide unambiguous 
evidence, including simultaneous magnetic field measure- 
ments, of this class of flare-generated’ shock waves. 
Additional, but still limited, evidence of piston-driven 
shocks has been given by the VLF electric field 
observations of Pioneers 8 and 9 [Scarfet al., 1970; 
Scarf and Siscoe, 197 1 ; and Siscoe et al., 197 1 ] . These 
authors have suggested that significant wave-particle 
interactions occur for a substantial time scale (hr) 
following the passage of interplanetary shock waves. 
Dryer [I9701 has shown, as a result, that associated 
anomalous electrical conductivity could be incorporated 
into the theory. The presence of nonclassical resistivity 
has already been discussed from several points of view 
[Sagdeev, 1967; Speiser, 19701 , which include stochas- 
tic “collisions” of electrons with fluctuating electric 
fields and even “non-noise” effects due to electron 
inertial effects. 
Here we first demonstrate the character of the 
piston-driven shock for a wide range of magnetic 
Reynolds numbers (that is, anomalous electrical con- 
ductivity) as a basis for estimating how low u should be 
before significant departure from the infinitely con- 
ducting solution takes place. A second purpose is to 
examine a typical double-shock ensemble from the 
theoretical point of view for both u = and u # m. 
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ANALYSIS 
The nomenclature used for the piston-shock problem is 
identical to that used in the basic problem considered by 
Parker (fig. 1). It should be noted that the deformed 
magnetic field illustrated for the spherical model in 
figure 1 indicates the presence of a contact discontinuity 
PARKER MODEL 
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Figure 1. Sketch and nomenclature of the shock 
wave-piston combination as proposed originally by Par- 
ker /I963]. The special case of a constant velocity 
combination gives rise to a reverse shock (not shown 
here) which follows the piston. 
(as distinguished from the tangential and rotational 
types) at the piston; that is, there is a component of B 
normal to the piston. More realistic nonspherical 
configurations, however, may require a tangential dis- 
continuity over most of its surface [Hundhausen, 19711 . 
The reverse shock, which causes another kink in the 
field, is not shown. 
The time-dependent partial differential equations, 
including the Lorentz force, joule heating, and magnetic 
diffusion, are given in figure 2. Except for the use of 
Ampere's law on the right side of the energy equation, 
these equations are identical to those used in the earlier 
study [Dryer, 19701 , which considered the electric field 
in an explicit way. Figure 3 shows the equations [Lee 
and Chen, 19681 that are used to transform the 
equations into ordinary differential equations. The 
boundary conditions at the shock and piston are also 
shown. The crossed-out terms in the jump conditions are 
permitted under the assumption that the inverse of the 
transverse ambient AlfvCn Mach number (squared) is 
Figure 2. Basic time-dependent equations of mass, 
momentum, energy conservation and induction for a 
finitely conducting plasma which is permeated by a 
magnetic field. Gravitational attraction to the sun is 
negligible and therefore neglected. Thermal conduction 
and viscosity are not considered. 
TRANSFORM PD.E TO O.D.E. BY USING THE FOLLOWING 
SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS (LEE 8 CHEN) 
= Shock Velocity 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
At Shock: [pu] = 0 
Undisturbed Solar 
Wind Velocity 
Figure 3. Similarity transformation equations and 
boundary conditions for a double-shock ensemble which 
propagates into an ambient plasma which moves radiallj 
with a velocity ug. The crossed-out terms in the shock 
jump equation may be omitted if M i 2  < 1.0. 
4 
small compared to one. It is also important to note that 
the parameter k = V/( V- uo) allows consideration of any 
shock velocity V superimposed on a solar wind of 
velocity uo. The value k = 1 reproduces the similarity 
solutions (neglecting the Lorentz force, joule heating, 
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and induction equation) found by Parker [1963] and 
Simon and Axford [ 19661 . The reverse shock problem is 
solved by noting that VR (the reverse shock velocity) is 
less than the new value of the solar wind velocity uo 
through which it is moving, and thus k < 1 ; whereas the 
forward shock (velocity = VF) problem is solved for 
q 5 1 the reverse shock problem is solved for n > 1 as 
noted by Lee [ 19651. The latter solution is then “folded 
over” to match the discontinuity where the pressures 
and velocities must be matched in this “two-point” 
boundary-value problem. 
The ordinary differential equations are given in figure 
4 which also gives the definitions of the transverse 
AlfvCn Mach number and magnetic Reynolds number. 
V Where: k = v-u, = Constant 
v- ug 
M =  = Constont 
RM = R ( V - u O ) p u =  Constant or R M  (7) 
A+ % h P o  
Figure 4. Ordinary differential equations which re- 
sult when the transformation shown in figure 3 is applied 
to the partial differential equations in figure 2. Note that 
MA@ must be constant as required by the radial 
dependence of B G ~  and po, hence the constancy of V u p  
The lower (equivalent) joule heating term is used in this 
paper. A perfectgas with polytropic exponent y is 
assumed. 
The upper term on the right side of the energy equation 
(containing the electric field explicitly) was considered 
in the earlier work [Dryer, 19701. It was found, 
however, that numerical instabilities were introduced 
when the product (7- 1) (1 -E&&G)~RM exceeded 
100. The results discussed in this paper are found with 
the use of the lower expression on the right side of the 
energy equation. Further details are given in the 
appendix. 
The earlier solutions examined the introduction of 
anomalous conductivity near the piston [Dryer, 19701 , 
as well as near the forward shock [Eviatar and Dryer, 
19701. The present results (noting the persistent, dis- 
turbed conditions behind shocks as observed by the VLF 
electric field measurements) assume the conductivity to 
be less than classical everywhere between the piston and 
the two shocks (thus, RM is taken as constant within 
this region). Similarity is therefore maintained from a 
mathematical sense; from a physical view, the fact that 
R - time requires that CJ -(time)-’. It is not known if 
the latter requirement (namely, that the conductivity at 
a given q decreases with time) is justified on physical 
grounds. The following results, however, are found 
assuming that the restrictions (spherical symmetry, 
applicability to the vicinity of the solar equatorial plane, 
u -t-’ ) are not important in the determination of basis 
features of the double-shock problem. 
RESULTS 
Nondimensional Parameters between the Piston and 
Forward Shock 
The effect of k is shown in figure 5 for a typical case 
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Figure 5. The effect of the relative velocity between 
the forward shock and solar wind velocities on the non- 
dimensional pressure distribution, f, for anomalous elec- 
trical conductivity (Rm = I 04, M i a  = IO- ’). 
Q 
where M A 2  = 1 0-3 and RM = lo4. The nondimensional 
pressure f is shown to achieve a physically meaningful 
value for k = 1 .O, 1.5,2.0, and 4.0. It is recalled that the 
pressure goes to zero at the piston (the minimum value 
of q for each case) when the fluid is infinitely 
conducting [Lee and Chen, 19681. The polytropic 
G 
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exponent y = 513 is used for all of the calculations in 
this paper. 
The effect of finite conductivity (again for the 
pressure) is shown in figure 6 for the special case k = 2. 
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Figure 6.  The effect of anomalous conductivity on 
the nondimensional pressure distribution f for k = 2. 
Note that the nonphysical result for infinite electrical 
conductivity is gradually eliminated as the conductivity 
is first assumed to be classical (at I AU and a typical 
relative velocity of I O 0  km sec-’ , Rm = IO‘ 4, and then 
increasingly “anomalously” low. The nonmagnetic case 
is shown as the limiting pressure distribution for k=2, 
M A 2  = 0, and y = 513. 
cp 
The result noted above for infinite conductivity is 
shown. A similar result, hardly discernible from the case 
where u =  m, is found when a classical value 
(a = IO4 mhos m-’) is taken for typical solar wind 
conditions wherein RM= 1014 at 1 AU. A decrease of 
eight orders of magnitude produces a small, but finite, 
pressure at the piston. However, more realistic piston 
pressures are found with additional decreases of the 
conductivity. The result for the limiting nonmagnetic 
case was found by considering the equations of motion 
without the magnetic terms or induction equation; the 
Parker [I9631 and Simon and Axford [ 19661 solutions 
are recovered when k = 1. 
The nondimensional density results for 9 are shown in 
figure 7, again for k =  2. The infinite density at the 
piston for the nonmagnetic case is clearly shown. 
Significant decreases are shown at the piston for the 
cases of infinite and anomalous conductivities. Note that 
finite, but still large, density increases (a factor of 20 
over the ambient value) at the piston are found by the 
nonmagnetic numerical solutions [ cf. Hundhausen and 
NON-DIMENSIONAL RADIUS, 7) [ = ‘/R] 
Figure 7. The effect of anomalous conductivity on 
the nondimensional density distribution f for k = 2. The 
density is infinite at the piston for the nonmagnetic case, 
reminiscent of the same result for k = 1 found by Par- 
ker ( I  9631 and Simon and Axford [ 19661. Conversdy, 
the density is finite a t  the piston for the case of in- 
finite conductivity [Lee and Chen, 19681. The non- 
magnetic case is recovered as the conductivity approaches 
zero. 
Gentry, 1969bl. The important role of the magnetic 
field is suggested by the results for moderately low 
values of u in figure 7. 
The nondimensional magnetic field is shown in figure 
8 where we note that maximum joule heating will be 
NON-DIMENSIONAL RADIUS, 9 [= r / ~ ]  
Figure& The effect of anomalous conductivity on 
the nondimensional azimuthal magnetic field distribution 
b fork=2.  
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expected near the piston. The expected rise in tempera- 
ture is clearly demonstrated in figure 9. The non- The relative energies in the disturbed plasma are now 
examined explicitly for the flow between the forward 
shock and the piston. Figure 11 shows the integral for 
the three energies-kinetic, thermal, and magnetic- 
contained between these two boundaries and formed 
within a unit solid angle of 1 steradian. The second and 
Energy Budget 
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the nondimensional temperature distribution f f  ” for 
k = 2. 
11. E~~~~ integral for the sum of kinetic, 
thermal, and magnetic energies contained between the 
piston and the forward shock. A similar integral, not 
given here, may be written for the disturbed plasma be- 
tween the reverse shock and the piston. dimensional velocity is shown in figure 10 where no change is seen in the magnitude of the convective 
velocity when the conductivity is decreased by many 
orders of magnitude. This velocity insensitivity is 
anticipated since the joule heating is expected to affect 
the relative magnitudes of the magnetic and thermal 
energy densities with a minor effect on the kinetic 
energy density. 
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Figure 10. 
the nondimensional velocity distribution @for  k = 2. 
The effect of anomalous conductivity on 
third lines in the figure are found by applying the 
similarity transformations given in figure 3. The param- 
eter L is seen to be a function of k, MA and RIM. For 
a given shock observation, the energy is found directly 
once the following parameters are measured: the am- 
bient transverse field B@’, the shock velocity V,  ambient 
solar wind velocity uo, ambient density po,  and, of 
course, the forward shock position R. A similar calcula- 
tion is made for the flow between the piston and the 
reverse shock to complete the total energy contained 
within the disturbed plasma and thus equal to the 
mechanical energy released during the flare process. 
The energy budgets for several values of M i z  (lo-’, 
lom3) are given for 1 < R M < ~  and k =  1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 
and 4.0 in figures 12, fi, 14,Gnd 15, respectively. The 
nonmagnetic result is shown on the left side of each 
figure for comparison. Of greatest interest is the observa- 
tion that the electrical conductivity must be reduced 
(say, at 1 AU, from the lo4 mhos m-l figure mentioned 
previously) by more than 6 orders of magnitude before 
the joule heating can effectively raise the thermal energy 
density at the expense of the magnetic. In fact, further 
reduction of this anomalous conductivity causes even 
the kinetic energy density to decrease by several percent. 
@’ 
@ 
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Figure 12. The effegt of magnetic Reynolds number on 
the energy budget within the piston-forward-shock 
combination for several values of M i 2  when there is no 
solar wind ( k  = 1). @ 
A second observation is also of interest: for the 
hypothetical case of uo = 0-that is, k = 1-the nonmag- 
netic budget shows that the ratio of kinetic energy 
density to thermal energy density is 2: 1. This ratio shifts 
predominately in favor of the kinetic energy when 
k > 1 ; that is, when the solar wind is turned on so that 
the ambient flux is "shocked" and incorporated into the 
budget of the disturbed flow. A third observation is 
concerned with the range of this computation's validity: 
as M i 2  approaches 1, the need to consider the trans- 
verse equation of momentum arises as discussed by Lee 
and Chen [ 19681. As a result, the present solution is 
expected to be valid to values of M i 2  as high as lo-' 
after which L diverges rapidly.' 
@ 
@ 
' I n  this connection, figure 6 and table II of Dryer [I9701 are 
in error for values of M-2 other than lK3. As shown here 
A@ 
(figs. 12-15), the value of L increases slowly at  first as 
increased. 
Figure 13. The effect of  magnetic Reynolds number on 
the energy budget within the piston-forward-shock 
combination for several values o f  M A  @ when k =  1.5. -2 
The kinetic energy flux in the disturbed plasma has 
been experimentally measured between the forward 
shock and the piston (and, possibly, behind it in some 
cases where the data are inconclusive) by Hundhausen et 
al. [1970] for a number of shocks (approximately six 
events). Their results for two of these cases are shown on 
the right side of figure 16. Also shown, for comparison, 
are the theoretical results (which include the thermal 
and magnetic energies) found by neglecting the possible 
presence of the disturbed flow between the piston and 
the reverse shock. Note that agreement is good for the 
15 February 1967 shock but not for the 18 December 
1965 shock. It is possible that the discrepancy is due to 
the decreased validity of the theory because M i 2  is 
close to 1 ; an additional contributing factor may be the 
lack of detailed data during the early years of plasma 
measurements. 
@ 
Double-shock Structure 
"Snapshots" of the nonmagnetic double-shock structure 
have been presented by Hundhausen and Gentry 
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Figure 14. The effect of magnetic Reynolds number on 
the energy budget within the piston -forward-shock 
combination for several values of Mi2 when k = 2. 
@ 
Shock 
18Dec'65 
15 Feb '67 
[1969a] and compared with the similarity results of 
Simon and Axford E19661 in a more detailed study 
[Hundhausen and Gentry, 1969bl. The analysis dis- 
cussed above is now extended to relax the earlier 
similarity assumptions of (1) zero solar wind velocity 
and ( 2 )  nonmagnetic considerations. The assumption of 
negligible thermal energy density in the ambient solar 
wind (both in front of the forward shock and in the 
"new" solar wind which follows the reverse shock) is 
retained in view of the dominant presence of the kinetic 
energy flux. 
For the purpose of presenting additional "snapshots" 
(in the present case, spatial distributions of all param- 
eters as a function of the nondimensional radius 
9 = r/R), a specific candidate for a double-shock struc- 
ture is chosen. The case in point is concerned with the 
29 August 1966 shock reported by Chao [1970] and 
others. This case is chosen only in order to provide 
typical values of ambient number density and velocity 
no and uo ,  forward shock velocity V, and azimuthal 
magnetic field component Q0,  which are required by 
the theory. A detailed comparison of the experimental 
(plasma and field) data with the theory is presently 
nearing completion [Dryer et al., 19711. The present 
E (E)EXP. 
Hundhousen. 3 4  1.2 IOi4 I 5  5 x 1 0 ~ '  I 4x103' 
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Hirshberg 2 2 6.6 IOf4 .95 II xIO3' 9x103' 
et 01. (1970) 
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Reference 
Hundhousen 
(19701 
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Figure 15. The effect of magnetic Reynolds number on 
the energy budget within the piston-forward-shock 
combination for several values of Mi' when k = 4. 
@ 
Figure 16. Comparison of theoretical and experi- 
mental estimates for the energy in the disturbed plasma 
caused by two flares. E is found from the equation in 
figure I I and the experimentally determined parameters 
listed above, assuming classical conductivity. ( E ) E ~ ~  in- 
cludes only the kinetic energy flux [Hundhausen et al., 
19701. (Assumed: Solid angle = IT ster) 
discussion is limited to the theoretical results for the 
spatial distribution of all parameters as a function of 
nondimensional radius 9. 
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The following values were found from data provided 
by N. F. Ness and J.  H. Wove [private communications] 
and Chao [1970] : no = 4.0 ~ m - ~ ,  uo = 345 km sec-’ , 
V = 467 km sec-’ , and B.#,o = 0.747. The shock velocity 
is almost identical with that found by Hundhausen 
[1970a,p.470]. Thus,k = 3.83 a n d M i 2  =4.41X10-3; 
and the polytropic exponent y, is assumed to be 513 for 
this example. Infinite electrical conductivity and a low 
value of anomalous conductivity are examined. 
The flow between the piston and forward Snock is 
directly found by the method and parameters noted 
above. The second part of the flow in our “‘two-point” 
boundary value problem is determined uniquely once 
the “new” solar wind values of density and ambient 
magnetic field are specified behind the reverse shock. 
The “new” solar wind is assumed to obey the “old” 
requirements: no -r2 and BG, -r-’. Thus, we are free 
to specify new constants of proportionality under the 
restriction that: (1)  the density in the new coronal 
expansion will be greater than its original value had the 
disturbance not come by [cf. Hundhausen and Gentry, 
19696) ; and (2) the hotter coronal base condition will 
require a higher plasma velocity, which in turn will cause 
the magnetic topology to become more nearly radial. 
Hence Q0 will be less than its original value at the same 
(as yet undetermined) position. The new constants of 
proportionality, then, are arbitrarily chosen to be twice 
and 2/3 the original values for the density and azimuthal 
magnetic field components, respectively, for this ex- 
ample. An iterative computation is then performed until 
the essential boundary conditions at the common piston 
are satisfied: equality of total pressures and velocity on 
contiguous sides of the piston. The final results of this 
iteration produce a new solar wind velocity, U O  = 5 19 km 
sec-’ , within which the reverse shock velocity propa- 
gates outward at a velocity of 437km sec-’. (The 
familiar analogy is that of the child who tries to walk 
unsuccessfully down an “up” escalator and arrives at the 
top at a later time than his brother who decides to walk 
up the moving stairs.) The resulting values of k and M3 
are -5.34 and 2.18X10-3, respectively, for the reverse 
shock-piston part of the flow. 
The spatial distributions of velocity, density, thermal 
pressure, temperature, and azimuthal magnetic field are 
given as a function of the nondimensional radius r )  in 
figures 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, respectively. Note that 
the disturbed plasma occupies a region of space 
0.935 <r) - -  < 1.00, which represents nearly 20 percent of 
the volume encompassed by the forward shock at any 
time for the combination of the three parameters: k, 
M-2 and y given above. When finite conductivity is 
9 
A4 
A 9  
Figure 17. Velocity distribution within the double- 
shock ensemble described in the text. VF and VR refer 
to the forward and reverse shock velocities, respectively. 
The values shown here refer to the time when the 
forward shock was first detected by Pioneer 7 on 29 
August 1966 at R = 1.01 AU Note the imperceptible 
change (shown in exaggerated form) in piston and reverse 
shock positions when R ,  is reduced. The reverse shock 
velocity, found as part of the iterative procedure, is 
insensitive to the degree of anomalous conductivity 
chosen for the piston-reverse shock computation. 
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Figure 18. Number density distribution within the 
double-shock ensemble described in the text. A is a 
constant of proportionality for the undisturbed solar 
wind. 
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Figure 19. Thermal pressure distribution within the 
double-shock ensemble described in the text. Note that 
anomalous electrical conductivity removes the non- 
physical pressure at the piston. 
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Figure 20. Temperature distribution within the 
double-shock structure described in the text. Note that 
anomalous electrical conductivity removes the non- 
physical temperature at the piston. 
“turned on,” the piston moves slightly rearward and the 
reverse shock moves imperceptibly forward as shown in 
slightly exaggerated form in figure 17. 
Several general comments are made with respect to 
each plasma parameter. In figure 17 it is seen that the 
velocity jump (-100 km sec-’) at the forward shock is 
followed by a very gradual increase until the reverse 
shock is encountered. A smaller velocity change is seen 
at the latter position. Figure 18 shows, for infinite con- 
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Figure 21. Azimuthal magnetic field magnitude 
within the double-shock ensemble described in the 
text. Note that fl (=pJ(B2/2p)) contigLcous to the Pis- 
ton on the reverse shock’s “side” is greater by nearly 
an order of magnitude then its value on the forward 
shock’s “side.” The sums of the two pressures, how 
ever, are identical a t  the piston itself, as required. “B” 
is a constant of proportionality for the undisturbed 
solar wind ahead of the forward shock wave. 
ductivity, a precipitous density increase on the reverse 
shock‘s “side” of the piston. Figures 19 and 20 (for the 
infinite-conductivity case) show the nonphysical zero 
pressure and temperature, respectively, at the piston. 
The assumption of anomalous conductivity, however, 
removes this physically unrealistic condition. Figure 21 
shows a maximum compression of the azimuthal mag- 
netic field on both sides of the piston where the 
topology of the field approaches that for a contact 
discontinuity, as suggested in figure 1.  When the 
electrical conductivity, is decreased by 10 orders of 
magnitude, however, the peaks of all precipitous changes 
of thermodynamic and magnetic properties at the piston 
are still present. One expects that thermal conduction 
and viscous dissipation would change this picture. The 
piston “boundary layer” would be expected to be 
“smeared” with the introduction of these additional 
transport properties, as in the case of earth’s magneto- 
pause. As noted earlier, work presently in progress 
[Dryer et al., 19711 compares these results with experi- 
mental data (for a double-shock candidate) observed by 
an essentially inertial observer (Pioneer 7). A statistically 
valid test of the theory, however, will require a much 
larger experimental sample than those discussed herein 
as well as in the existing literature on piston-driven 
shocks. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It has been shown that similarity theory can be applied 
to constant velocity, double-shock wave ensembles with 
explicit consideration of the interplanetary magnetic 
field and ambient solar wind kinetic energy flux. It has 
also been shown that nonphysical results for thermal 
pressure and temperature at the piston for the case of 
infinite electrical conductivity were removed in a gradual 
way by permitting the introduction of an increasingly 
larger degree of anomalous electrical conductivity within 
the shocked plasma. The consequent joule heating 
produces significant conversion from magnetic to ther- 
mal energy when the conductivity decreases by more 
than 10 orders of magnitude below the classical value. 
Other anomalous transport properties, such as thermal 
conductivity and [collisionless] coupling of various 
species, may also be present; but no consideration of 
these possibilities has been taken into account. Further- 
more, there is no requirement (in this magnetogasdy- 
namic analysis to specify the nature of the mechanism(s) 
required for the anomalous conductive property. It is 
theoretically possible to determine, indirectly, the order 
of magnitude of the anomalous conductivity by making 
detailed measurements of all plasma parameters. These 
measurements would be made either at an inertially 
stationary observation point (as a function of time) or at 
a number of radially spaced points (preferably located 
within a unit solid angle of n steradians centered at the 
sun and including the responsible flare). 
In this connection, the conductivity level might be 
inferred from the level of the density and magnetic field 
magnitudes in the vicinity of the piston, which in turn 
may include a rich supply of alpha particles as a last 
vestige of the flare itself [Hirshberg et al., 197Oa, b]  . The 
problem of unambiguous identification of reverse shocks 
has been pointed out by BurZaga [1970] since they are 
expected to be weaker than forward shocks and diffusive 
in their gross structure [Hundhausen et al., 19701 ; as a 
result, their identification requires detailed information 
(high resolution) on both plasma and field. 
It is noted by Hirshberg et al. [ 1970bl that most of 
the piston-driven shocks in their study (identified by 
high alphalproton abundances) exhibited shock veloc- 
ities at 1 AU that were about 0.8 the average speed 
required by tentative flare-shock time delays. The 
implication is that these shocks moved outward from the 
sun at nearly constant velocity; hence the present 
assumption of constant velocity is justified. A more 
serious limitation of the theory is the spherically 
symmetric assumption. Criticism of this assumption 
would indeed be justified if measurements of a particular 
ensemble were made near the boundaries of a highly 
collimated ejection. Measurements near the central 
radius of the flare, however, would be expected to be 
amenable to  comparison with theory inasmuch as the 
effect would be equivalent to a spherical ejection as 
noted by DeYoung and Hundhausen [1971], who 
performed numerical studies of nonspherical, nonmag- 
netic blast waves. Also, at least one remarkable west- 
limb event observed by the Culgoora 80-MHz radiohelio- 
graph on 30 March 1969 [ Smerd, 19701 gave rise to an 
unambiguous shock-associated type I1 burst that clearly 
exhibited a greater-than-180" extent projected on a 
plane perpendicular to the line of sight. It is not known, 
of course, if this was a unique event or whether similar 
events are common. 
Finally, comparison of magnetic field and density 
distributions for the complete ensemble (figs. 18 aild 21) 
shows that an inertial observer would first see a peak in 
the former followed by a peak in the latter parameter. 
This result differs from the time-independent analysis of 
Schubert and Cummings [ 19691 . 
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APPENDIX: Computational Details 
Here we briefly summarize essential details involved in 
the solution of the transformed equations of motion and 
the induction equation. The basic equations, with the 
usual symbols for the dependent variables, are shown in 
figure 2. The transformation equations are given in 
figure 3. The boundary conditions at the shock, neglect- 
ing the ambient internal energy, are: 
The equations are integrated from the shock vs to the 
piston positionvp.The latter is found whenqp=@/k(fig.3). 
The transformed eqyations are shown in figure 4 
where the single and double primes indicate ordinary 
first and second derivatives, respectively, with respect to 
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q. Some comments are now made for the two cases of 
infinite and finite electrical conductivity: 
The infinite conductivity case is formed from the basic 
equations when R ,  = -. The equations then take the 
following form: 
Solution for the Infinite-Conductivity Case 
f' = 6 [2k(y-1) + y($I - $91 
where or = kq - @, and qs = 1 at the shock wave. 
A Runge-Kutta fourth-order technique was used to 
integrate this set of equations. The same basic procedure 
was used for both the forward and the reverse shock 
calculations with one exception: k < 1 for the reverse 
shock, so that problem was solved for q > 1. For the 
reverse shock case, values for the shock velocity and the 
solar wind velocity behind the shock were iterated until 
the bulk velocity and the total pressure matched the 
same parameters for the forward shock case at the 
piston. The reverse shock solution was then translated to 
match the forward shock at the piston. 
The equations are second order and nonlinear in b in the 
finite conductivity case; thus, a boundary condition for 
b' is required, No independent relationship for b' is 
known, so an approximation was made by solving forb' 
in terms of b": 
Solutions for the Finite-Conductivity Case 
This equation is the same as (A6) in the infinite 
conductivity case when RIM -P m. 
Reasonable values of b", as suggested by results from 
the infinite conductivity case, were substituted into 
(A9) to provide the required boundary condition. For 
lower values of RM, values of b" were selected to provide 
a smooth change in all variables between the limiting 
cases of infinite conductivity an nonmagnetic flow. 
The Runge-Kutta fourth-order solution of the second- 
order set of equations proved to be unstable for high 
values of RIM. An approximate solution was obtained by 
a first-order solution for b with b' = b'(b") [eq. (A9), 
using the value of b" from the previous step in the calcu- 
lations] . This approximate solution corresponded very 
closely with the infinite conductivity case at RIM = 1014. 
No such approximation was made for solutions with 
low values of RIM. To reduce the truncation error, 
however, a Ricatti transformation [b' = ~ b ]  was applied. 
For the reverse shock case, the two solutions matched at 
RIM= lo6. 
The same basic procedure used in the infinite conduc- 
tivity case was applied to calculate the reverse shock and 
to match total pressures and bulk velocities at the 
piston. Total CDC 3800 computer time is less than 4 
min for the complete double-shock ensemble. 
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DISCUSSION A. Hundhausen There’s one problem, in the choice of the data chosen. One expects a 
reverse shock because there is a flow from behind which is catching up with something 
already out in front of it. It seems you picked data where, in general, the velocity is 
decreasing with time. That would seem to me a rather highly unlikely candidate for a 
reverse shock. 
M. Dryer That was quite right. We picked this as something to get our feet wet. I have 
data (not shown) which indicates the kinetic energy flux calculated the way you have 
suggested in the paper with Bame and Montgomery and indeed the kinetic energy flux 
does decrease with time. So this may have been-probably was-a blast wave. 
D. S. DeYoung Did you include gravitational effects in your, symmetry solution? 
M. Dryer No. 
D. S. DeYoung 
M. Dryer That’s right, and after the reverse shock has gone. 
So your temperature in the ambient medium before the shock arrives 
has to be zero; is that right? 
COMMENTS 
D. S. DeYoung I have a brief report on some calculations similar to those introduced 
this afternoon by Art Hundhausen. He described nonspherically symmetric numerical 
simulations of flare associated disturbances propagating into the interplanetary medium. 
All the calculations he discussed were done in a blast wave limit, which in this context 
means that the duration of the disturbance was much less than the propagation time 
to 1 AU and that the energy in the disturbance remained constant after initialization. I 
would like to discuss briefly some additional results obtained from essentially the same 
numerical method but which explore initial conditions other than this blast wave limit; 
The geometry is the same as previously discussed with spherical symmetry in the ambient 
solar wind and an axisymmetric flare associated disturbance. The most obvious case 
opposite to a blast wave is, of course, a driven disturbance. Such a case was simulated in 
an ambient solar wind identical to the one used for the blast calculations, a wind with a 
radial velocity at 1 AU of 400 km/sec, a number density of 12 and a temperature of 
about 3.5X 104”K, again at 1 AU. The same half-angle of 15” was subtended by the initial 
cone of disturbance material so that comparison could be made with the blast wave case. 
The driven disturbance (driven here really should be in quotation marks) is initialized as 
follows: The shock velocity was set at 1000 km/sec at 0.1 AU just as in the blast wave 
case, but as the disturbance then propagated outward in a radial direction, a flux of 
material was maifitained flowing outward across the innermost radial boundary, again at 
1000 km/sec. This outflow kept on until the shock front associated with the disturbance 
reached 1 AU; it is in this sense that I meant “driving” to be in quotation marks-that is, 
we have no piston, we are really just leaving the disturbance turned on, and it is thus not 
“driven” in the classical sense. 
It should be remembered that leaving the disturbance turned on for such a long time 
represents an extreme case, and one would not expect to find such an event actually 
occurring on the sun. The transit time to 1 AU for this disturbance is about 40 hours, 
which gives a total mass for this event of 10” grams and a total kinetic energy of about 
lo3’ ergs. This is the mass and energy contained in the disturbance when its associated 
shock front reaches 1 AU. 
The driven case arrives at 1 AU in about two-thirds the time required for the 
comparable blast wave. The radial velocity along the disturbance symmetry axis decreases 
most rapidly at small heliocentric distances for both the blast and the driven case, but the 
amount of deceleration is quite different. By the time the shock wave reaches 1 AU for 
the blast wave case the shock velocity is half its initial value, whereas the driven shock 
suffers only a 25 percent loss. The deceleration of both disturbances is strongest at small 
heliocentric distances because of the strong radial dependence of the ambient solar wind 
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density, which produces the greatest momentum transfer from the front to the ambient 
medium in regions close to the sun. 
The decrease in transit time for the driven case can be understood in terms of the 
increased mass and energy present in the disturbance. These two parameters also affect 
the shape of the shock front at 1 AU in that they determine whether the dynamics of the 
disturbance at 1 AU is dominated by momentum or by pressure. It is useful to calculate 
the so-called equal mass radius, which is the distance from the sun at which the mass of 
the ambient solar wind contained in the disturbance cone is equal to the total amount of 
mass we have injected into the disturbance by the time the front passes 1 AU. If this 
radius is much less than 1 AU we expect the disturbance to have transferred most of its 
momentum to the ambient solar wind, to have been slowed considerably, and to have the 
shock front propagating more or less uniformly in all directions due to a high, uniform 
pressure behind the front. This is just what is seen in the blast wave case, with its 
slow-moving, broad shock front at 1 AU. If the equal mass radius is of the order of 1 AU, 
then the front is expected to be more rapidly moving, to be propagating primarily due to 
the directed momentum of the ejected flare associated material, and for the front to be 
more narrow and streamlined. This is what is seen in our driven case here. Although there 
is always some uncertainty in the angle subtended by the cone of disturbance material, 
for the driven case the cone angle is between 30" and 45", giving and equal mass radius of 
about 0.8 AU. Another factor which contributes to a narrower shock front at 1 AU is the 
decrease in transit time of the driven disturbance, which allows less time for the hot, high 
pressure material directly behind the strong shock front to undergo expansion transverse 
to the original motion of the ejected material. 
Another possible initial condition for a flare-associated disturbance is that in which the 
flare produces simply a hot region of gas at base of the corona. This material would not 
have an extraordinarily large radial velocity; in fact, it would share the same radial 
velocity and possibly the same density as the ambient solar wind, but it would simply be 
hotter. This condition can be simulated with the present method, and was done so with 
the same ambient solar wind and with the same half-angle for the cone subtended by the 
disturbance. In this case we inserted at 0.1 AU a disturbance of the same density and 
radial velocity as in the steady state solar wind but increased the temperature by a factor 
of 10, giving a temperature in the disturbed region of lo' deg. Having so initialized the 
situation, the disturbance was allowed to freely propagate upwards as this warm level rose 
in the solar wind. The results are shown in figure 1. 
The total energy in this disturbance is lo3' ergs, though it's mostly in the form of heat. 
This energy is not totally out of reason when compared to energies derived by other 
means. Note that the front takes a long time to reach 1 AU,and that when it does so, it is 
again roughly spherically shaped, but the center of the sphere tends to lie much more 
closely to the solar point rather than at some point further out along the symmetry axis. 
This may or may not imply poor agreement with observations, because there are certain 
irregularities in the shape, but certainly this is a broader front than one gets with either 
the driven or the blast wave case. 
The heated bubble is an extremely low velocity disturbance, which is essentially 
convected out with the ambient solar wind. The transit time of this disturbance to 1 AU 
is generally in excess of what is usually thought. I recall a transit time of around 55 hr as 
being much more typical. Here the transit time is more like 73 hr. 
The 
same initial energy was used, so that the initial shock velocity is a little less. What happens 
here is exactly what one would expect. There is early deceleration, perhaps not quite as 
strong due to the greater momentum per unit mass of the disturbance, but there are no 
real surprises here. What one would want to investigate next, I think, is a driven case with 
helium in the driving gas, to see what differences would result. 
Figure 2 shows a blast wave case with a disturbance containing 25 percent helium. 
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Figure 1. Shock front shape as a function of 
heliocentric distance for the thermally initiated distur- Figure 2. Radial velocity o f  the shock front along 
bance. The times shown are hours elapsed since release the symmetry axis as a function of elapsed time for 
of the disturbance at 0.1 AU. The dashed lines are disturbances with and without He. The arrows indicate 
reference circles centered on the sun, and the symmetry the time at which the disturbance passes I AU. The 
axis is along the bottom of the figure. ambient solar wind speed at 1 AU is 400 kmlsec- . 
DISCUSSION J. Hirshberg In comparing these calculations with observations you assume that the 
solar wind is spherically symmetric, while in the real case we have fast streams in the 
sectors, so we don’t really expect to see these shapes very easily in any particular case. 
D. S. DeYoung Yes. That’s particularly true for disturbances that are of low initial 
energy and tend to be convected out with the ambient solar wind, where they can be 
highly distorted by any inhomogeneities that exist there. 
G. Newkirk How formidable a job would it be to include the magnetic field in a 
couple of very simple configurations? 
D. S. DeYoung I don’t know what your scale of formidability is. It would not be too 
easy. 
G. Newkirk Would it exceed your patience? 
D. S. DeYoung Probably not. 
G. Newkirk The configurations one would want would be where the event is 
collimated by the field or by the magnetic bubble. 
D. S. DeYoung It would require major revisions in the code, but I don’t think it’s 
beyond the pale of one’s imagination to do so in time. 
G. Newkirk One of the things we know about flares is that they are associated very 
closely with the magnetic field. 
M. Dryer I think it might be possible to take a magnetic field, just the line with the 
local velocity vector. It’s completely artificial because the magnetic field in theory 
doesn’t affect the flow. It would be the same kind of calculation John Spreiter and I have 
done for the interaction of the solar wind with the magnetosphere. 
Would you agree to that, John? 
J.  Spreiter Not wholly. It is true that if the flow is steady, and the field is alined 
with the flow in, say, the oncoming stream, it will remain alined everywhere else, but the 
flow quantities are affected by the magnetic field. In particular, in some ranges of Mach 
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number and Alfve’n Mach number, the hydromagnetic flow may be very different from 
the related gasdynamic flow. In fact, you can even have instances in which the MHD flow 
looks like gasdynamic flow going the other way; in other words, Mach waves extend 
upstream instead of downstream. For high Alfvdn Mach number, however, the MHD and 
gasdynamic flows may not look terribly different. 
A. J .  Hmdhausen One thing I advise in judging formidability is that the calculations 
we have done here are entirely in the range where the kinetic energy in the flow 
dominates. The real interest in magnetic channeling is done very low down in the corona 
where the ambient flow is subsonic and it may be quite a different problem. 
D. S. DeYoung It is possible that you could match up these two regimes. You could 
do a low beta calculation close down where the field is high, then match it to this type 
later on. 
W. I. Axford In this bubble business you have to really let the bubble go right from 
the bottom, I’m afraid, because you’re depending very much on the potential energy of 
the bubble. If you let it already go from 20 R,, which is where you started, there is 
essentially no potential energy left. What you’ve got to  play with is the gravitational 
energy or the escape energy of all the gas that the bubble takes up. At the bottom of the 
corona where the velocity is 600 kmfsec, if you’re Sharing that among fewer particles 
you’ve got a very large amount of energy to play with. But if you start higher the escape 
velocity decreases to -100 kmlsec, so there is really no source of energy available to give 
the buoyancy. 
D. S. DeYoung Yes, but there is so little to run into that I think the density gradient 
in the ambient solar wind will result in a lot of transverse expansion anyway; it may 
present a much more nearly spherical front centered on the sun. 
W. I. Axford That’s true. It’s a very complicated problem. That’s why I hope you’re 
doing it again. But the problem is rather like having a balloon and if you want to get it to 
pop out of the atmosphere you grease it very well and then start it at the bottom, not 
halfway up, or perhaps like a cork in a barrel; if you really want the cork to pop out of 
the water you pull it way down and then you let it go; you don’t start it near the surface. 
COMMENTS 
E. J. Smith The other day 1 presented some results from a study of sector boundaries 
that we are carrying out using Mariner 5 magnetometer data. Another aspect of the study 
deals with the physical characteristics of the sector boundary, specifically the changes in 
the plasma and magnetic field observable at high time resolution. There have been 
discussions of vector boundaries over the past few days on several occasions and I thought 
some of you might like to see what they look like close up. 
This aspect of the analysis is much less well developed than the results I presented the 
other day, so I want to add a word of caution. First of all, I’m just going to show how the 
magnetic fields change across the sector boundary. Furthermore, I have selected for 
presentation a certain subset of sector boundaries which have some particularly 
interesting structure; I don’t want to leave the impression that these are necessarily the 
only type of sector boundaries to be found. On the other hand, the boundaries to be 
shown are frequently occurring. I would estimate that we see them in over half the cases 
studied. As will be seen, we have studied enough examples to  be able to prepare some 
histograms. 
Figure 1 deals with the magnitude of field changes. In carrying out this analysis we have 
been particularly interested in determining the extent to which the properties of the 
sector boundaries are like the neutral sheet in the earth’s magnetotail with which 
everyone nowadays is familiar. I have chosen three examples of the magnetic field 
magnitude and a histogram is shown below. As you will notice, these are for time 
intervals of about 2 hr. I’ve tried to  aline these three examples of sector boundaries so 
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that they can be compared. The identification numbers are our way of designating the 
sector boundaries in terms of the day number of solar rotation in which they occurred. 
The most obvious and interesting feature is the marked depression in the magnitude of 
the magnetic field. This is probably what most people have in mind when they think 
about the sector boundary as some kind of a simple neutral sheet. 
The polarity usually changes in the vicinity of the magnitude change, but need not be 
coincident with it. On some occasions the direction of the field will start before the 
depression in the field and in some cases it will finish afterwards. In other cases the 
change in the field, particularly if it is an abrupt change in the direction of the field, can 
occur inside the field depression. There is certainly not a one-to-one correspondence 
between the two. Figure 2 shows some changes that tend to occupy somewhat different 
time intervals. The scales on the figure are variable because they were chosen at different 
times. They are 0 to  5y,O to 87, and 0 to 127. 
The histogram at the bottom of the figure shows the ratio of the minimum value to the 
magnitude of the field essentially ahead of the sector boundary. The differences in 
magnitude are not great on the two sides, and as you can see, the most probable value 
turns out to be about 0.3. This result is apparently similar to what is found in the earth's 
magnetotail where, based on published results, the field rarely ever goes to 0 but it is 
typically reduced to a value which is less than 40 percent of the magnetotail field. So far, 
so good. 
Figure 2, then, gives us some examples and a histogram indicating how the field 
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direction changes. Each is scaled 360"-0 to 360" in each case. Some of the changes are 
very abrupt whereas others are quite slow. There is some irregularity; however, I am 
impressed by the result that the changes themselves are typically not 180°. One change is 
substantially larger, while two others are smaller, as shown more clearly by the histogram. 
The rotation of the magnetic field across the sector boundary is shown in intervals from 
10 to 30 min. I should point out that these plots are in the principal axis system, so 
you're looking down on the plane in which the rotation of the field tends to  occur. The 
histogram shows no particular preference for a change of 180" or for antiparallel, 
oppositely directed fields on the two sides of the sector boundary. In fact, there does 
seem to be more of a tendency for the angle through which the fields rotate to be less 
than 180". I thought this was an intriguing observation and I would like to suggest an 
explanation for it. 
Figure 3 illustrates the basic idea, which is relatively simple. It is based on the effect of 
a wind shear on the two sides of the sector boundary. The sector boundary is represented 
by the horizontal plane in this diagram. I have assumed a relative motion of the 
wind parallel to the sector boundary on the two sides. In this case the velocity is higher in 
the upper half of the figure. For the sake of illustration, I have also assumed a gradient in 
that direction. One can draw other configurations, but they simply indicate that wind 
shears of this kind would indeed lead to a displacement of the field line on one side of the 
sector boundary relative to it's location on the other. 
Having looked at the Mariner plasma data, the existence of a velocity change across the 
sector boundary seems to be a very common kind of phenomena. This hypothesis is one 
which I have only been considering for only a short period of time, but since I have been 
here at this conference I have found that it is, of course, not a new idea. You may recall 
the other day that Professor Cowling made a comment about the concept of the neutral 
sheet. He asked at that time about the possibility of wind shears. I spoke to him about 
this afterward and he said that people who had worked on neutral sheet problems in 
connection with solar flares had found that in that case shearing motions were very 
important in many of their models. This is obviously just a hypothesis at this point; if it is 
borne out by more careful analysis, many of you who are interested in neutral sheets, 
sector boundaries, and such things as field-line merging may want to consider some of the 
implications of these shearing motions and of the fields not being simply antiparallel as 
they are in the earth's magnetotail. 
Figure 3. 
field direction on two sides of  a sector boundary. 
Effect of a solar wind shear on the relative 
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